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Purportedly under the stimulus of Gorbachev peace overtures and an ever-so-slight glimmer of __ _ 
~ -ctight-at-tl:reehilofJ:h'e-Mi{jmer:-ast"'tunnel~fhe-mar]{l,rrallied-ffirough01lt'"!he "nrW part of last 

week, pushing well into the overhead supply at 2140-2180 remaining from October's short-term top. 
All possible projections of the most recent base have been run Ollt, and we continue to feel that the 
major averages are somew'hat overextended on a short-term basis. We would, therefore, prefer to see 
a minor pullback from which a decent year-end rally might be mounted. 

There exists some tentative evidence of an improving technical background in a number of areas. 
An example of such an area is advisory sentiment. where it develops that. for the weeks ended 
November 25th and December 2nd, more than half of all market letters were adopting a bearish stance. 

Thls lnformation comes from Investors Intelligence Inc. of New Rochelle. New York which, for 
many years, has compiled a regular tabulation of published market letters. claSSIfying their current 
opinion as bullish, bearish or neutral. As many of our readers will be aware, these particular 
figures, hIstorically, have not been kInd to our profession. A large number of bearish advisors is 
considered by many analysts to be a bullish slgnal and vice versa. This impression is borne out by 
analysis of the past 25 years of sentiment data. Over 1300 one-year periods taken at weekly 
intervals, the Dow was up, on average, some 6 1/2%. Over thls time span there occured 142 weeks in 
which the majority of market-letter writers were reglstered as bearish. The average one-year rise 
following these occasions was 1'3.13%. twice as great as the overall average. The same is true, to a 
lesser degree. when six-month intervals are measured. Over shorter periods. one month and three 
months, the data is inconclusive. 

This bias undoubtedly arlses from the well documented tendency of letter writers to achieve 
maXImum majority bearishness precisely at major bottoms. In the period for which we have available 
data, major lows occurred in 1966. 1970, 1974, 1978 and 1982. In 1966 the low for the Dow occurred 

=" ~n~October-'7th"7'""='2:-5%~of:'aavisorswe'i'ebearlsh on precisely that date. The May:-I970 bottom 
provided an even more dramatIc lnstR.nce. More than half of advlsors were bearish in 17 of the 19 
weeks surrounding that low, beginning in March and ending in July. 

The bear-market low of October. 1974 was preceded by 19 weeks in which the majority of 
commentators expressed bearish VIews, and the 1978 low was at the midpOlnt of a string of 12 such 
weeks. We all remember August. 1982 to have been a major bottom. Seven of eight weeks ending in 
July of that year saw a plurality of pessimistic advisors. 

One fact that has not. to our knowledge, been widely noted lS the tendency of advisors to 
become bearish after the market has moved down. which may account for the heavy pessImism seen 
around lows. Again, separating out the 142 weeks which saw more than 50% of advisors bearish, we 
find that, on average, the Dow had been more than 14% higher a year before the forecasts were made. 
In other words, pundits tended to become pessimistic only after the market had declined 
approximately 12%. Likewise, the market was down an average of 8% over six-month periods prior to 
the weeks of bearIsh majority opinion. One could, in other words, condemn letter writers as being 
little more than simple-minded extrapolators of trend. 

All of this brings us to the cu rrent instance. The last two weeks are examples of the 
extremely rare case of advisory sentIment's being more than 50% bearish after the market had risen 
over the prior year. Indeed, of the 142 weeks showing bearish majority sentiment. only 15 have 
occurred at a time when the market had been lower a year before. It must be admitted that the 
record for the 15 weeks in question seems to be just about the same as for the others. The market 
generally was higher---often considerably higher---- a year later. The exception was 1981, when a 
string of bearish forecasts in the early part of that year actually turned out to be correct.~_ ----- ~... -.--

Advisory sentiment figures would become especially encouraging, in our view, if a protracted 
string of weeks with majority bearlsh opinion were to emerge. It will be lnteresting to see If such 
is the case. 
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